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Abstract

In acoustic echo cancellation applications, the presence of near-end speech causes divergence of the adaptive "lter
which is used to model the echo path. A robust acoustic echo canceler is the one which is equipped with an algorithm that
detects periods of double talk and puts the adaptive algorithm into a double-talk handling mode. This paper proposes
a double-talk detector based on an angle measure between two vectors comprising samples of input signal to the
near-end microphone and the estimated echo at the output of the adaptive "lter. Whenever the double talk is detected,
the adaptive algorithm is frozen. The proposed detector has a quick reaction to the onset and cessation of the double talk
and we illustrate this with a few simulations with pre-recorded speech segments. Performance of the subband adaptive
"lter (Navaneetha Krishnan et al., Proceedings of the Eighth IEEE DSP Workshop, Utah, August, 1998) with the
proposed double-talk detector is compared with that of Doherty and Porayath (IEEE Trans. Circuits Systems-II (May
1997) 389}396). We used ERLE and coe$cient error vector norm as the performance measures. ( 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.

Zusammenfassung

In Systemen zur akustischen EchodaK mpfung verursacht das Vorhandensein eines nahegelegenen Sprehers eine
Divergenz des adaptiven Filters, der den Echopfad modelliert. Ein robustes Verfahren zur akustischen EchodaK mpfung
sollte daher einen Algorithmus beinhalten, der Intervalle detektieren kann, in denen Nebensprechen auftritt und das
adaptive Filter in einen entsprechenden Modus bringt. In diesem Artikel wird ein Detektor fuK r Nebensprechen
vorgeschlagen, der auf einem Winkelma{ zwischen zwei Vektoren beruht. Der erste Vektor wird aus Signalabtastwerten
des nahegelegenen Mikrofons aufgebaut. Der zweite besteht aus dem geschaK tzten Echosignal vom Ausgang des
adaptiven Filters. Sobald Nebensprechen detekticrt wird, wird das Filter `eingefrorena. Der vorgeschlagene Detektor
besitzt ein schnelles Reaktionsverhalten hinsichtlich des Anfangs und Endes der Nebensprech-Situation. Wir verdeut-
lichen dies anhand von einigen Simulationen, die mit aufgezeichneten Sprachsegmenten durchgefuK hrt wurden. Die
Leistung des adaptiven Filters, das auf einer Teilfrequenzbandstruktur basiert (Navaneetha Krishnan et al., Proceedings
of the Eighth IEEE DSP Workshop, Utah, August, 1998), wird im Zusammenhang mit dem vorgestellten Detektor mit
derjenigen aus Doherty and Porayath (IEEE Trans. Circuits Systems-II (May 1997) 389}396) verglichen. Als Bewer-
tungsma{e dienten ERLE und die Norm des Koe$zientenfehlervektors. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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Fig. 1. A typical tele-conferencing set up.

Re2 sume2

Dans les applications d'annulation d'eH cho acoustique, la preH sence de parole du co( teH où l'adaptation est opeH reH e peut
causer une divergence du "ltre adaptatif utiliseH pour modeH liser le chemin d'eH cho. Un annulateur d'eH cho acoustique
robuste doit de ce fait inclure un algorithme de deH tection des peH riodes de parole simultaneH e (double talk) permettant de
placer l'algorithme adaptatif en mode de gestion de parole simultaneH e. Le preH sent article propose un deH tecteur de parole
simultaneH e baseH sur une mesure d'angle entre deux vecteurs comprenant des eH chantillons du signal entrant dan le
microphone du co( teH où l'adaptation est opeH reH e et l'eH cho estimeH à la sortie du "ltre adaptatif. DeH s qu'une situation de
parole simultaneH e est deH tecteH e, l'algorithme adaptatif est bloqueH . Le deH tecteur proposeH reH agit rapidement à l'apparition et
à la disparition de la parole simultaneH e, et nous illustrons ceci par quelques simulations sur des segments de parole
preH -enregistreH s. Les performances du "ltre adaptatif en sous-bandes (Navaneetha Krishnan et al., Proceedings of the
Eighth IEEE DSP Workshop, Utah, August, 1998) incorporant le deH tecteur de parole simultaneH e sont compareH es à celles
de Doherty and Porayath (IEEE Trans. Circuits Systems-II (May 1997) 389}396). Nous avons utiliseH ERLE et la norme
du vecteur d'erreur sur les coe$cients pour mesurer les performances. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In tele-conferencing and hands-free telephony,
the objective is to enable two or more people,
sitting in di!erent rooms, to carry on with a full
duplex conversation. One of the major irritants in
such an arrangement is the presence of acoustic
echo (see Fig. 1). The echo, d(n), of the far-end
speaker's signal, u(n), is mixed with the near-end
speakers' signal, x

2
(n), and this causes discomfort

to the far-end speaker. Cancellation of this echo
becomes an essential part of the tele-conferencing
set up, and this is accomplished with an adaptive
"lter which emulates the echo path. Since the con-
vergence performance of a fullband adaptive "lter
is poor in acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) ap-
plications, several subband adaptive "ltering
approaches have been studied recently (see
[1,6}8]). Unlike in many schemes where the echo
path is modeled as a "nite-duration impulse re-
sponse "lter, the authors of [2] use an in"nite-
duration impulse response "lter for modeling the
echo path, and propose a gradient instrumental
variable adaptive algorithm for adapting the coe$-
cients of the echo canceler.

During the periods of double talk, the control
signal, which is used for updating the adaptive "lter
coe$cients, is a sum of the residual echo (which is
supposed to be used for adaptation), system noise
and the near-end speaker's signal. Since the near-

end speaker's signal is uncorrelated with that of
far-end speaker and also is strong, it acts like
a burst noise and forces the adaptive "lter coe$-
cients to diverge from their converged values lead-
ing to an increase in the echo residual. To handle
this situation, there must be a method to detect the
onset of double talk and switch the adaptive algo-
rithm to double-talk handling mode for the dura-
tion of the double talk, and revert to the regular
algorithm at the end of double talk. A double-talk
detector based on coherence function, which in-
volves comparison of frequency properties of input
and output signals of the echo path, is proposed in
[5]. A decision parameter, computed from the co-
herence function, is used in the double-talk detec-
tion. The coherence function assumes small values
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1 In [4], the authors propose to run the adaptive algorithm
with a small step size during the double-talk periods so as to
track the changes in the room. But, the step size has to be
small enough to prevent the "lter from diverging. Since
we have not considered changes in the echo path during the
double-talk periods in our simulations, we inhibited the
adaptive algorithm.

(less than unity) in the presence of near-end speech.
A recent method suggested in [3] involves optim-
ization of many parameters which is di$cult to
implement in practice. Also, they have not demon-
strated its performance with speech signals.

An entirely di!erent approach, where an auxili-
ary pseudo-random signal is used in both double-
talk detection and a cleverly devised correlation
algorithm for estimating the echo path during the
double-talk periods, is proposed in [4]. The disad-
vantage with this scheme is that the averaging win-
dow used for computing the correlation has to be
very long to obtain a good estimate of the echo
path. Not only does this increase the computa-
tional burden but it also means that the double-talk
handling algorithm needs several seconds free of
double talk before it can begin functioning.

In our method, we use a double-talk detector,
based on an angle measure between two vectors
comprising samples of input signal to the near-end
microphone and the estimated echo at the output
of the adaptive "lter, and freeze the adaptive "lter
coe$cients during the double-talk interval. The
drop in the echo return loss enhancement (ERLE)
during the double talk is only marginal.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 be-
gins with a motivation for the need of a double-talk
handling algorithm and presents a brief description
of the method given in [4], develops the proposed
double-talk detecting algorithm along with its
approximate analysis and gives some simulation
results in support of the analysis. In Section 3, we
illustrate the performance of the subband adaptive
"lter [7] equipped with the proposed double-talk
detector, and of the echo canceler [4] using com-
puter simulations with pre-recorded speech signals.
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Double-talk detector

To motivate the need for a double-talk detector,
consider Fig. 1. With an appropriate "lter con"g-
uration and the adaptive algorithm, the adaptive
"lter follows the echo path closely (after conver-
gence). When the double-talk begins, the near-end
speaker's signal x

2
(n) adds to the echo residual. If

this sum signal is used as the control signal for the

adaptive "lter, then the "lter coe$cients will di-
verge from their converged values since x

2
(n) is

uncorrelated with the far-end speech u(n), and also
it will be fairly strong. We, therefore, need an algo-
rithm which detects the onset of double talk and
puts the adaptive algorithm in double-talk mode.
We "rst describe brie#y the method suggested in
[4] and then develop our proposed scheme.

2.1. The double-talk handling algorithm of [4]

In [4], the authors use a fullband adaptive "lter
with a modi"ed version of the NLMS algorithm for
modeling the echo path. A pseudo-random marker
signal p(n) is injected into the far-end speech. Let

p"[ p(n) p(n!1) 2 p(n!5)]T (1)

and

e"[e(n) e(n!1) 2 e(n!5)]T (2)

be 6-element vectors consisting of the 6 most recent
samples of the pseudo-random signal and the error
(canceler output), respectively. Compute

a(n)"K
pTe
eTe K (3)

and compare it with a threshold value. If a(n) is very
small, then the double talk is said to be present,
otherwise it is assumed to be absent. In our simula-
tions, we chose the threshold value as unity. It was
pointed out in [4] that vectors of lengths
between 5 and 10 performed su$ciently well.
Once the double talk is detected, the adaptive
algorithm is inhibited1 and an estimate of the echo
path, provided by a correlation-based algorithm
given below, is put into the registers of the adaptive
"lter.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the acoustic echo canceller with
double-talk detector.

Fig. 3. A geometric view of the vectors of the underlying signals.

2This is somewhat similar to the coherence function becom-
ing less than unity in the presence of near-end speech [5].

The overall input signal to the near-end micro-
phone is given by

x
/%!3

(n)"x
2
(n)#w(n)#d(n), (4)

where d(n) includes not only the echo of the far-end
speaker but also that of the injected pseudo-ran-
dom sequence. An estimate of the echo path re-
sponse is then computed as the cross-correlation
between x

/%!3
(n) and p(n)

hK (i)"R
x/%!3 ,p

(i). (5)

In the ideal case, hK (i)"h(i) (see [4]). In practice,
however, we evaluate (5) through averaging over
a "nite window. How close this estimate would be
to the true impulse response depends on the win-
dow length and the stationarity of the underlying
speech signals.

2.2. Proposed double-talk detector

We use a subband adaptive "lter (SAF), de-
veloped in [7,8] for modeling the echo path. In the
development of the proposed detector, we assume
that the adaptive "lter has been given about 1 to
converge (see ITU-T Recommendation G.165). In
view of the fast convergence of the SAF algorithm
(see [7,8]), the adaptive "lter approximates the
echo path quite well at the end of 1 s. Thus, the
estimated echo vector dK (n) will be almost parallel,
with a similar modulus, to the actual echo vector
d(n) (see Fig. 2). We also assume that far-end
speakers' signal is uncorrelated with the near-end
speaker's signal, x

2
(n). Hence, the estimated echo

will also be uncorrelated with x
2
(n). The system

noise, w(n), is assumed to be uncorrelated with both
the far- and near-end speakers' signals and also to
be very small compared to them.

Let

d(n)"[d(n) d(n!1) 2 d(n!¸#1)]T, (6)

dK (n)"[dK (n) dK (n!1) 2 dK (n!¸#1)]T (7)

and

x
2
(n)"[x

2
(n) x

2
(n!1) 2 x

2
(n!¸#1)]T,

(8)

where ¸ denotes the length of the window over
which the detector parameters are computed. The

vector diagram of Fig. 3 shows the underlying sig-
nals with the system noise ignored. In the "gure,
d
1
(n)"d(n)#x

2
(n). In the presence of double talk,

the angle between d
1
(n) and dK (n) will be signi"cantly

away from zero while in the absence of double talk
or with a very weak near-end speaker's signal, the
angle will be close to zero. We therefore use the
deviation of this angle from zero as an indication of
the presence of double talk.2 Of course, this ap-
proach may not detect the presence of a very weak
near-end speaker's signal. But, failure to detect the
double talk in such a case will not be harmful to the
adaptive "lter.

A measure of the angle between the vectors d
1
(n)

and dK (n) is their normalized inner product:

c(n)"
dT
1
(n)

DDd
1
(n)DD

dK (n)

DDdK (n)DD
. (9)
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Here, c(n) actually gives the cosine of the angle
between the two vectors. When x

2
(n) is absent or

very small, c(n) will be close to unity while it will be
signi"cantly less than unity when x

2
(n) is present.

2.2.1. An approximate analysis of c(n)
Expressing the vector inner product as summa-

tions and multiplying the numerator and denomin-
ator by 1/¸, we can express c(n) as

c(n)"
(1/¸)+L~1

i/0
d
1
(n!i)dK (n!i)

J(1/¸)+L~1
i/0

d2
1
(n!i)J(1/¸)+L~1

i/0
dK 2(n!i)

.

(10)

Now, under weak conditions, the above sums can
be replaced by the ensemble averages as ¸ tends to
in"nity,

lim
L?=

c(n)"
E[d

1
(n)dK (n)]

JE[d2
1
(n)]JE[dK 2(n)]

. (11)

From Fig. 2, we have

d
1
(n)"dK (n)#e(n)#x

2
(n)#w(n), (12)

where e(n) is the echo residual d(n)!dK (n). Eq. (11)
can then be expressed as

lim
L?=

c(n)"
E[dK 2(n)#dK (n)e(n)dK (n)x

2
(n)#dK (n)w(n)]

JE[d2
1
(n)]JE[dK 2(n)]

.

(13)

Now,

d2
1
(n)"dK 2(n)#e2(n)#x2

2
(n)#w2(n)

#2dK (n)e(n)#2dK (n)x
2
(n)#2dK (n)w(n)

#2e(n)x
2
(n)#2e(n)w(n)

#2x
2
(n)w(n). (14)

Note that E[dK (n)e(n)]K0 from the principle of or-
thogonality assuming that the "lter is operating in
the neighbourhood of its optimum. The expecta-
tion of all other cross terms goes to zero in view of
the assumptions. Thus, for large ¸, c(n) can be ap-
proximated as

c(n)K
E[dK 2(n)]

(JE[dK 2(n)#e2(n)#x2
2
(n)#w2(n)])JE[dK 2(n)]

.

(15)

Assuming that the underlying signals are zero
mean, we have

c(n)K
p2
dK

(Jp2
dK
#p2

e
#p2

x2
#p2

w
)Jp2

dK
. (16)

We note from (16) that when the double talk is
absent and, system noise and the residual echo are
very small compared to the estimated echo, c(n) will
be very close to unity. But, how close it will be to
unity depends on the window length ¸. Hence, we
propose to use a detection threshold and declare
that the double-talk exists when

(1!c(n))'d
$%5%#5

, (17)

where d
$%5%#5

is a small threshold value which is
chosen a priori. Computation of c(n) and evalu-
ation of condition (17) constitutes the double-talk
detector. We would like the detector to react very
quickly to both the onset and the end of double
talk. However, how fast it responds depends on the
window length and the value of the threshold
d
$%5%#5

.

2.2.2. Behaviour of C(n)
We conducted sample simulations to see the

e!ect of ¸, with d
$%5%#5

"xed at 0.05, on the double-
talk detector operation. We used two speech seg-
ments of two speakers, one for the far-end speaker
and the other for the near-end speaker. We used
a 32-band SAF, following the con"guration in [7],
for the adaptive "lter. The echo path response and
other simulation conditions are described in Sec-
tion 3 (see the second paragraph). We began the
computation of c(n) and evaluation of condition
(17) at the end of 1 s. Figs. 4 and 5 show the plots of
c(n) and the double-talk detector activity, together
with the near-end speech segment, for two di!erent
window lengths, ¸"200 and 500. Note from the
plots that for longer ¸, c(n) is slightly smoother, the
detector response is somewhat slower and the false
alarms, i.e., activation of the detector in the absence
of near-end speaker's signal, are less. This suggests
that the choice of ¸, with d

$%5%#5
"xed, is a trade-o!

between the speed of response and the number of
false alarms.
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Fig. 4. Angle measure and the double-talk detector activity for
¸"200 and d

$%5%#5
"0.05: (a) detector activity (thin solid line)

and the near-end speaker's signal, (b) angle measure c(n).

Fig. 5. Angle measure and the double-talk detector activity for
¸"500 and d

$%5%#5
"0.05: (a) detector activity (thin solid line)

and the near-end speaker's signal, (b) angle measure c(n).

3The echo path response was provided by Dr. B. Farhang-
Borougeny of the National University of Singapore.

Fig. 6. Room impulse response.

3. Simulation results

In this section, we present some simulation re-
sults to demonstrate the performance of the SAF

[7] equipped with the proposed double-talk hand-
ling algorithm, and AEC of [4]. The performance
measures used are the echo return loss enhance-
ment (ERLE) and the coe$cient error vector norm.
The ERLE is de"ned as the ratio of the power in the
echo signal to that of echo residual and it is evalu-
ated as

ERLE"10 log
10

E[d2(n)]

E[e2n]
. (18)

The normalized coe$cient error vector norm is
given by

<"10 log
10

(h!hK )T(h!hK )
hTh

. (19)

Both the measures require expected values of the
relevant quantities, and in the simulations, they
were approximated by ensemble averaging over
several runs.

In all the simulations, pre-recorded speech sam-
ples consisting of data from eight speakers were
used. The sampling rate was 8 kHz. The far-end
speaker power was adjusted such that the received
echo level was at 0 dB, and the near-end speaker's
signal was also kept at 0 dB. The pseudo-random
signal and the system noise were "xed at 0 and
!50 dB, respectively. The echo path impulse re-
sponse, used in the simulations,3 is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Performance of the SAF [7] with the proposed detector
for ¸"200 and d

$%5%#5
"0.05 (double-talk is present from 1 to

2 s): (a) coe$cient error vector norm (V), (b) ERLE.

Fig. 8. Performance of the SAF [7] with the proposed detector
for ¸"500 and d

$%5%#5
"0.05 (double-talk is present from 1 to

2 s): (a) coe$cient error vector norm (V), (b) ERLE.

3.1. Performance of the proposed algorithm

We used 32-band SAF and the adaptive algo-
rithm described in [7] for modeling the echo path,
and 50 runs with 50 segments of pre-recorded
speech samples of 5 s duration each for the far-end
speech and 1 s duration each for the near-end
speech. In each run, the near-end speaker's signal
was present from 1 to 2 s and the double-talk
detector was switched on at 1 s. The results shown
in Figs. 7 and 8 are the ensemble averages of the
ERLE and the coe$cient error vector norm (V)
over 50 runs. In the simulations corresponding to
Fig. 7, the window length was chosen as 200 while
Fig. 8 corresponds to the window length of 500.
Note from the plots that the rise in the coe$cient
error vector norm is about 2 dB and the fall in
ERLE is about 5 dB for the window length 200,
while the corresponding values are slightly more
for the window length 500. This is because with
larger window length, the detector's response is
slower, and hence, the adaptive "lter coe$cients
are a!ected by the near-end speech for a little
longer time. Once the double-talk ceases, the adap-
tive "lter adapts to the echo path yielding an ERLE
of about 37 dB at the end of 4 s.

3.2. Performance of the AEC proposed in [4]

The AEC and the double-talk handling algo-
rithm proposed in [4] were tested under two di!er-
ent scenarios. In the simulations corresponding to
Fig. 9, the received echo, pseudo-random signal,
system noise and the near-end speech signal were
kept at the same levels as above (see the second
paragraph of Section 3). The threshold for the
double-talk detector was chosen as unity (a lower
value did not change the performance). During the
double-talk interval, the echo path was estimated
as described in Section 2.1. Note that the averaging
was done over a sliding window of 1 s duration (i.e.,
8000 samples) since the signals were available for
1 s only at the beginning of the double talk. The
corresponding results are shown in Fig. 9. Note
from the plots that the coe$cient error vector norm
reaches !10 dB (approximately) at the onset of
the double talk and remains around that value even
after the double-talk ceases. This is because for the
desired operation of the double-talk detecting algo-
rithm proposed in [4], the error (i.e., the canceler
output) should be small. Otherwise, the detector
gives frequent false alarms thereby keeping the
AEC in the double-talk handling model. Since the
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Fig. 9. Performance of the AEC proposed in [4] (double-talk is
present from 1 to 2 s): (a) coe$cient error vector norm (V),
(b) ERLE.

Fig. 10. Performance of the AEC proposed in [4] double-talk is present from 15 to 17 s): (a) coe$cient error vector norm (V), (b) ERLE.

averaging window length is 1 s, the estimated echo
path is far from the true value. This is re#ected in
the coe$cient error vector norm. consequently,
ERLE falls by a signi"cant amount and remains at

a low value (about 15 dB) even after the second
speaker ceases.

In the second scenario, we introduced the near-
end speech from 15 to 17 s, and reduced its level to
!20 dB. Other signal levels are the same as in the
"rst scenario, and the results are averaged over 10
runs. Since the signals were available for 15 s at the
onset of the double talk, we used the same duration
for the averaging window length to estimate the
echo path. Because of large averaging window,
the estimate is better than the value obtained in the
"rst case. Since the adaptive "lter was allowed to
run for 15 s before introducing the double talk, the
coe$cient error vector norm reached the noise #oor
level (!50 dB). In view of this and the fact that the
estimate of the echo path is better, the coe$cient
error vector norm is around !20 dB during the
double-talk interval (see Fig. 10). The ERLE drops
to around 20 dB at the onset of double talk, unlike
in the "rst case where it drops to 5 dB and rises to
about 40 dB after the near-end speaker ceases.

We note here that the ERLE level of 40 dB in the
second scenario is about 3 dB higher than the value
obtained with our approach. But, 40 dB was ob-
tained with an initial double-talk free interval of
15 s. Also, this value is sensitive to the power level
of the near-end speech.
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4. Conclusions

A method for e$ciently detecting the onset and
end of the double-talk periods with low computa-
tional complexity is proposed. An approximate
analysis of the algorithm, which highlights the
e!ects of certain parameters on its performance, is
presented. Simulations with prerecorded speech
streams demonstrate that the double-talk detector
performs well with the actual speech. Performance
of the SAF [7] with the proposed double-talk de-
tector is compared with the AEC of [4] and the
results indicate that the proposed detector per-
forms well despite its simplicity.
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